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Abstract—Scale-out distributed storage systems can uphold
balanced data growth in terms of capacity and performance
on an on-demand basis. However, it is a challenge to store
and manage large sets of contents being generated by the
explosion of data. One of the promising solutions to mitigate
big data issues is data deduplication, which removes redundant
data across many nodes of the storage system. Nevertheless,
it is non-trivial to apply a conventional deduplication design
to the scale-out storage due to the following root causes.
First, chunk-lookup for deduplication is not as scalable and
extendable as the underlying storage system supports. Second,
managing the metadata associated to deduplication requires
a huge amount of design and implementation modifications
of the existing distributed storage system. Lastly, the data
processing and additional I/O traffic imposed by deduplication
can significantly degrade performance of the scale-out storage.

To address these challenges, we propose a new dedupli-
cation method, which is highly scalable and compatible with
the existing scale-out storage. Specifically, our deduplication
method employs a double hashing algorithm that leverages
hashes used by the underlying scale-out storage, which ad-
dresses the limits of current fingerprint hashing. In addition,
our design integrates the meta-information of file system and
deduplication into a single object, and it controls the deduplica-
tion ratio at online by being aware of system demands based on
post-processing. We implemented the proposed deduplication
method on an open source scale-out storage. The experimental
results show that our design can save more than 90% of the
total amount of storage space, under the execution of diverse
standard storage workloads, while offering the same or similar
performance, compared to the conventional scale-out storage.

1. Introduction

Data is exploding and generated in just the last year
is expected to be more than that in the entire previous of
industry. To store this massive volume of data more effi-
ciently, both scalable storage and a data reduction technique
such as deduplication are needed. Therefore, the scale-out
storage such as GlusterFS [16] and Ceph [18] is exploited
in diverse computing domains, ranging from a small cluster
to distributed system and to high performance computing,
because they can expand their capacity on demand. Also,
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Figure 1: Traditional data deduplication system.

many previous studies [7] [8] [31] [34] demonstrated that
data deduplication can reduce lots of redundant data with
a low overhead, which makes applying data deduplication
on distributed storage systems promising to maximize stor-
age capacity of diverse systems. However, simply applying
deduplication is inappropriate for distributed storage en-
vironments because it removes all extra copies appended
by redundancy scheme. In a distributed environment, em-
ploying redundancy scheme such as replication and erasure
coding [2] [3] [4] is required to achieve a high availability
against frequent failures of the underlying storage. There-
fore, a design of global data deduplication that not only
removes the redundant data but also preserves underlying
redundancy scheme residing in the existing scale-out storage
system is required.

However, applying data deduplication on the existing
distributed storage system considering redundancy scheme
is non-trivial due to its data processing procedure and addi-
tional metadata management. Figure 1 shows an example of
data processing observed in a traditional data deduplication
method [5] [6]. In this example, the input source as a data
object is split into multiple chunks by a chunking algorithm.
The deduplication system then compares each chunk with
the existing data chunks, stored in the storage previously.
To this end, a fingerprint index that stores the hash value
of each chunk is employed by the deduplication system
in order to easily find the existing chunks by comparing
hash value rather than searching all contents that reside in
the underlying storage. Even though aforementioned dedu-
plication process is straightforward to be implemented for
many systems, it does not work well with the existing scale-
out storage systems because of the following reasons. First,
managing scalability of fingerprint index can be problem-
atic with a limited working memory size. Specifically, the
fingerprint index is one of the most essential and expen-
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sive components in modern data deduplication systems [12]
[5] [33] [37]. As storage capacity grows, the size of the
fingerprint index increases proportionally. In other words,
the fingerprint index cannot be stored in working memory.
Note that for fast comparison, a fingerprint index should be
located in memory. In addition, there are more problems
regarding the management of such fingerprint index. If the
underlying storage is a shared-nothing distributed system
that has no centralized metadata server (MDS), there is
no explicit space to locate the fingerprint index. Second, it
is complex to ensure compatibility between newly applied
deduplication metadata and existing metadata. To apply
deduplication metadata such as reference counts and fin-
gerprint indexes, a new solution that incorporate them with
existing storage system is required. Third, we need to solve
performance degradation due to additional operations by
adding deduplication. Deduplication requires a fingerprint
operation and an additional I/O operation on the storage
system, therefore, performance can be degraded. Especially,
if foreground I/O is affected by background deduplication,
serious performance degradation could occur. Also, dedu-
plication of frequently used data will result in unnecessary
I/O and eventual performance degradation.

In this paper, we propose a unified data deduplication
design with the following characteristics. We effectively re-
move the fingerprint index by leveraging underlying storage
system’s existing hash table (Double hashing), and extend its
metadata structure to effectively support data deduplication
(Self-contained object). Also, performance degradation is
minimized through rate control and selective deduplication
based on post-processing. We implemented the proposed
design upon open source distributed storage system, Ceph
[18].

There are a few studies on data deduplication to apply
it into the existing distributed (or clustered) storage systems
[9] [10] [11]. Unfortunately, they depend on MDS, which
keeps metadata independently for management and storage
thereby introducing multiple single point of failure (SPOF).
Even though HYDRAstor [35] has no dependency with
MDS, its design cannot easily integrated into the existing
scale-out storage that supports a high availability, data re-
covery, and data re-balancing. The main reason behind this
challenge is that its data structures for data deduplication are
separated from data store. Therefore, such storage features
for the data store cannot cover the additional data structures
of data deduplication such as fingerprint index and reference
count.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

(1) An effective deduplication approach to support high
availability and high performance in distributed storage
system: we provide deduplication design that is applicable
on replication or erasure coding and minimize performance
degradation caused by deduplication.

(2) A unified data deduplication design for distributed
storage system: the proposed design does not require an ad-
ditional fingerprint index or data structure for deduplication
without any modification of existing storage structure.
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Figure 2: Overview of distributed storage systems.

(3) Minor changes for the existing distributed storage
systems: for distributed hash table based scale-out storage
system, only a few code modification is required to support
data deduplication. In our implementation on Ceph, only
about 4K of lines are added or modified.

2. Background
2.1. Target Distributed Scale-out Storage System

Distributed scale-out storage systems can be classified
based on how they share information: Centralized or de-
centralized (shared-nothing). In the centralized storage, a
metadata server (MDS) stores connecting information be-
tween a data and a storage and in the decentralized storage, a
hash algorithm determines the placement of a data. Figure 2
depicts these two types of distributed storage system. All the
client requests (e.g., object ID, offset and size) are translated
by an MDS or a hash algorithm. Specifically, Figure 2-
(a) shows the organization of an ordinary MDS-based dis-
tributed storage system. All requests, targeting to the storage
server need to pass to the MDS in obtaining metadata, which
in turn makes MDS performance an important factor for
the whole storage system. In addition, it requires to provide
the availability of MDS in order to cope with failure case.
Lustre [14], GFS [13], and pNFS [15] are implemented by
this MDS based design.

On the other hands, this design should consider a single
point of failure (SPOF) problem and scalability of MDS.
Figure 2-(b) shows an ordinary hash table based distributed
storage system, which employs the shared-nothing structure
and decentralizes given objects without MDS. Incoming
requests are constantly translated by the hash table. Thanks
to their superiority in terms of scalability and availability,
many recent scale-out storage systems such as Ceph [18],
GlusterFS [16], Swift [17], Dynamo [19] and Scality [20]
are developed based on the decentralized structure. In Ceph,
CRUSH algorithm is used for object distribution and Glus-
terFS uses distributed hash table (DHT) based algorithm to
distribute objects efficiently. In this paper, we aimed at a
decentralized shared nothing storage system for the higher
scalability and availability.

2.2. Deduplication Range
Applying deduplication to the existing distributed stor-

age systems is complex because we need to deduplicate all
data while keeping the rules of the existing systems. One of
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Figure 3: Deduplication ratio comparison between global dedupli-
cation and local deduplication. For this experiment, 4 Ceph storage
nodes are used and each node has 4 OSDs (Object Storage Device).
Local deduplication targets per-OSD basis and global deduplication
targets all 16 OSDs.

4 OSD 8 OSD 12 OSD 16 OSD
Local Dedup. 15.5 % 8.1 % 5.5 % 4.1 %
Global Dedup. 50.0 % 50.0 % 50.0 % 50.0 %

TABLE 1: Deduplication ratio comparison between global dedu-
plication and local deduplication depends on the number of OSD.
Workload is a FIO workload with deduplication ratio of 50%.

the most straightforward ways that can deduplicate without
any violation against the policies of underlying storage sys-
tem is to individually apply the deduplication to each single
node by a leveraging block level deduplication solution such
as [29] [28]. The most compelling advantage of this local
deduplication is that distributed storage system’s various
policies can be consistently maintained because most of
them operate on per-node basis: data replication, erasure
coding, and data balancing. However, the local deduplication
suffers from a limited deduplication ratio compared to global
deduplication.

Figure 3 compares the deduplication ratio of local
deduplication and global deduplication by executing micro
benchmarks and real workloads that SK maintains for pri-
vate cloud. Specifically, it includes two FIO [38] workloads
with different deduplication ratio (size: 5GB), three SPEC
SFS 2014 [39] database workloads with different loads (size:
24GB) and a real word workload of enterprise cloud data in
our private cloud (size: 3.3TB). Our private cloud has about
100 VMs for developers ranging from 50GB to 500GB,
and the data excluding OS images is over-provisioned in
Ceph. More detailed experimental environment is described
in Section 6. In the first two workloads, which are artificially
formed by FIO, the local deduplication shows severely
low deduplication ratio while global deduplication shows
the same results as given deduplication ratios. In the SFS
DB workloads, the local deduplication still shows two to
four times lower deduplication ratio than that of global
deduplication based on given loads. With our private cloud
workloads, the difference of deduplication ratio between the
two methods is still around two times. This result shows that
the limited deduplication ratio problem of local deduplica-
tion has a negative effect not only on synthetic workload but
also on real environment. In addition, as the number of OSD
increases, the gap between local deduplication and global
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Figure 4: Common approach to support data deduplication.

deduplication increases, as shown in Table 1. This illustrates
that the larger the size of the distributed system, the more
significant the problem of limited deduplication ratio of
local deduplication becomes. In this paper, we target global
deduplication for a distributed storage system to achieve a
higher deduplication ratio.

3. Problem and Key Idea
3.1. Problem Definition

In this Section, we will define practical problems to
apply deduplication on distributed storage system.

Scalability of fingerprint index: There are two chal-
lenges to manage scalability of fingerprint index: how to
lookup fast and how to distribute evenly. First, the increased
fingerprint index makes fast memory lookup difficult. For
example, if an entry of fingerprint index needs at least 32
bytes, not only huge storage capacity is needed but also
fingerprint index cannot reside in memory when storage
capacity reaches more than hundreds of PB. Therefore,
fingerprint-lookup degrades overall performance. Many pre-
vious studies [12] [33] [37] proposed representative finger-
print techniques to reduce the size of index table. Repre-
sentative fingerprint based approaches have an advantage
of small index table, but they cannot remove all of the
duplicated chunks. Moreover, in distribute storage system,
theoretically, fingerprint index will grow unlimitedly even
though their policy is maintaining a small set.

Another challenge is how to locate and distribute the fin-
gerprint index equally. The existing method is a centralized
metadata server (MDS) [9] [10] [11]. However, if MDS is
used, it causes the other problems: SPOF and performance
bottleneck. Because of these problems, a new distribution
method for deduplication metadata that is suitable for de-
centralized scale-out systems is needed.

Compatibility between the newly applied dedupli-
cation metadata and exiting metadata: Most previous
works have external metadata structure for deduplication
metadata since this design can be implemented relatively
easily [5] [35] [10]. However, additional complex linking
between deduplication metadata and existing scale-out stor-
age system is required. Figure 4 shows a conceptual diagram
of common approach to support data deduplication. For
example, if we add fingerprint index or reference count in-
formation for deduplication, the underlying system’s storage
features do not recognize these additional data structure.
Therefore, the storage features such as high availability or
data recovery cannot work for the external data structure.
These features must be implemented separately in the ex-
ternal data structure. Even worse, it is hard to guarantee that
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Figure 5: Performance degradation brought by the existing dedu-
plication method.

the modified or added module works correctly or not. The
correctness for high availability is critical for reliability.

Minimizing performance degradation: There are also
two challenges to minimize performance degradation on
applying deduplication. First, when to start deduplication
needs to be considered. The methods of a deduplication can
be also classified based on deduplication timing: inline and
post-processing. Inline deduplication removes the redundant
data immediately, while introducing additional deduplication
latency at runtime. Although this approach is slower than
post-processing, it has the advantage that no additional spcae
for temporal store is required [25]. In contrast, the post-
processing deduplication conducts deduplication in back-
ground process, which exhibits a better performance than in-
line. However, a foreground I/O request can be interfered by
the background deduplication process. The both approaches
have their own pros and cons respectively. Therefore, it is
necessary to devise what is the ideal solution for distributed
system. For better understanding, we configured the same
experimental environment used in the evaluation section
(cf. Section 5) and conducted the experiment by issuing a
sequential write (foreground I/O) while inline processing
is enabled or a background deduplication thread operates.
We observe the performance problem of each deduplication
method. Figure 5-(a) illustrates the partial write problem
of inline processing. In this experiment, a foreground I/O
service is issued using 16KB block size while the chunk
size is 32KB. Therefore, the I/O service can be finished after
its read-modify-write is completed (reading 32KB chunk ⇒
modifying 16KB data ⇒ writing 32KB chunk). This causes
significant performance degradation. Figure 5-(b) depicts
foreground I/O interference problem. The throughput of the
foreground I/O slows from 600MB/s to 200MB/s.

Second, how to deal with hot data needs to be consid-
ered. Applying deduplication to frequently used data causes
the overhead because it will be updated soon again. If
deduplication is continuously applied on hot data during
I/O, unnecessary frequent I/O for deduplication will cause
performance degradation.

3.2. Key Idea
Double hashing: To solve the fingerprint index problem,

we propose a Double hashing mechanism. The key mech-
anism of fingerprint index is to detect redundant chunks
faster. In a traditional deduplication, a hash value of a chunk
and a location of the chunk are mapped in the fingerprint
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(c) A content-hashed OID-based 
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Figure 6: An ordinary hashing in distributed storage system and
Double hashing in the proposed system.

index. So, when we query a new chunk’s hash value to the
fingerprint index, we can retrieve its location. Interestingly,
a distributed storage system has similar mechanism [5].
A distributed hash algorithm determines the location of
an object. One difference is the input value for the hash
algorithm. Namely, a hash value of a chunk is an input
for a deduplication system and object ID is an input for
a distributed storage system.

The key idea of the Double hashing is to combine these
two mismatched input value. Figure 6 depicts this idea.
Figure 6-(a) shows a relationship between an object ID of
data and its contents. In this example, object ID 1, 2, 3
have the same contents. Figure 6-(b) shows an ordinary
distributed storage system addressed by object IDs. Each
client can find an object data for an object ID using pre-
defined hash algorithm. e.g. CRUSH algorithm in Ceph and
DHT algorithm in GlusterFS. However, since there is no
relationship between content and object ID, the same data
could exist across multiple storage nodes. In this situation,
to find the same contents for deduplication, traversing all
the storage node or maintaining a big fingerprint index is
required. We remap the ordinary policy-based object ID
(object ID 1, 2, 3) to the new content-based object ID
(object ID K) by using an additional hashing as shown in
Figure 6-(c). Thus, the distributed hash table will inform the
location of given object associated with its content [21]. By
employing this mechanism, we can remove the fingerprint
index itself and preserve the scalability of the underlying
storage system.

This mechanism gives following advantages. First, it
gracefully removes the fingerprint index that can be a signif-
icant problem when applying deduplication to the scale-out
distributed storage system. Second, it preserves the original
scalability of underlying distributed storage system. Third,
no modification is required on client side because the client
request is based on the original object ID.

Self-contained object: We design a self-contained ob-
ject for data deduplication to solve the external deduplica-
tion metadata problem. As described, the external design
makes difficult for integration with storage feature sup-
port since existing storage features cannot recognize the
additional external data structures. If we can design data
deduplication system without any external component, the
original storage features can be reused. Figure 7 shows the
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concept of it. To this end, we extend the underlying stor-
age’s metadata to contain deduplication information. Note
that, modern distributed storage systems have an extended
attribute field (xattr) for this purpose.

Deduplication rate control & selective deduplication
based on post-processing: Our key idea for minimizing
performance degradation is post-processing with rate control
and selective deduplication. In our design, background dedu-
plication threads periodically conduct a deduplication job,
and this background I/O is controlled through rate control.
We also maintain the object’s hotness, which can make
sure that the hot object is not deduplicated until its state
is changed.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the inline deduplication has
the advantage of space efficiency. However, it cannot avoid
to exhibit an additional latency due to the inline process-
ing. For example, in a distributed system, metadata lookup
and data processing for deduplication chunk occurs in the
network. Therefore, latency can be longer than the latency
of metadata and data processing on a local node. In inline
processing, this overhead can be huge because deduplication
should be immediately executed. For this reason, inline
processing is hard to guarantee the performance. On the
other hand, we can achieve two major benefits by using post-
processing. First, with ratio control, constant throughput is
guaranteed. Post-processing can hide that latency problem
because foreground I/O is handled as existing method and
background deduplication thread executes a deduplication
job later. However, the worst case should be considered
that the foreground I/O job is interfered by the background
deduplication tasks as shown in section 3-3. Therefore, if we
add rate control technique, foreground I/O interference can
be minimized. Second, it can give a chance that frequently
modified object does not need to be deduplicated. In post-
processing, background deduplication threads read the data
and then, they conduct deduplication process. Therefore, we
can control whether or not the hot object is deduplicated.

4. Design
4.1. Object

Storage features such as high availability, data recov-
ery and various data management operations are per-object
basis. Therefore, if we define all data deduplication infor-
mation into an object, the underlying distributed storage
system can handle the complicated storage features with-
out an additional modification. In our design, an object is
classified into two types based on the information stored in:
metadata object and chunk object. Each of them has their
own object metadata. Although chunk objects and metadata
objects have a different purpose from existing objects, they

can be handled the same way as existing objects because
they are self-contained objects. Therefore, distributed stor-
age system can handle distributed storage-dependent jobs
such as replication, erasure coding or data rebalancing for
each object without additional operations.

Metadata object: Metadata objects are stored in the
metadata pool, which contains metadata for data dedupli-
cation. In a data deduplication system, data is divided into
multiple chunks according to its chunking algorithm in de-
tecting redundancy more effectively. The ID of the metadata
object is a user-visible ordinary object ID, provided by the
underlying distributed storage system. In a metadata object,
a chunk map that links an object to chunks is stored based
on its offset. As shown in Figure 8, a chunk map consists of
offset range, chunk ID, cached bit and dirty bit. Offset range
and chunk represent mapping information between metadata
object and chunk object. Cached bit and dirty bit describe
status of a chunk. If the cached bit is true, the chunk is
stored in the metadata object. Otherwise, it is stored in the
chunk object of chunk pool. A detailed explanation of the
chunk pool is provided in Section 4.2. If the dirty bit is true,
processing deduplication on the chunk is needed. If cached
bits for all chunk map entry are false, there is no cached
data in the object’s data part. In figure 8, object 2 depicts
this case. The type of object 2 is metadata and its chunk
map represents that all of the chunks (object B and C) that
consist the object are not cached. Thus, object 2 contains no
data but only metadata. In contrast, if the cached bit is true,
the chunk is stored inside of the object. In Figure 8, object
1 and 3 are this cases. Detailed policy on chunk caching is
provided in section 4.3 cache manager.

Chunk object: Chunk objects are stored in chunk pool.
Chunk object contains chunk data and its reference count
information. In Figure 8, object B, C and D are chunk
objects. A chunk data is stored in the data part of an object
and reference count information (pool id, source object ID,
offset) is stored in the metadata part of an object. The ID
of a chunk object is determined by chunk’s contents.

4.2. Pool-based Object Management
We define two pools based on the objects stored in.

Metadata pool stores metadata objects and chunk pool stores
chunk objects. Since these two pools are divided based on
the purpose and usage, each pool can be managed more
efficiently according to its different characteristics. Meta-
data pool and chunk pool can separately select redundancy
scheme between replication and erasure coding depending
its usage and each pool can be placed to different storage
location depending on the required performance.

4.3. Cache Manager
Cache manager evaluates whether a chunk needs to be

cached. If a chunk is cached, it is stored in the data part of
the metadata object. By caching hot data, we can remove
the deduplication overhead. However, in practice, caching
an object from the chunk pool to the metadata pool needs a
policy since storing an object causes extra I/O requests and
storage capacity. For example, although there is a single
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chunk in the chunk pool, metadata objects in the metadata
pool can have duplicated chunks. Various cache algorithms
[24] [30] could be applied here but in our experiment, we
used a LRU based approach, which is simple.

4.4. Data Deduplication
As described in the key idea section, the proposed

method mitigates the complexity of duplicate chunk detec-
tion in existing hash mechanisms. Specifically, a chunk is
a basic unit for detecting redundancy of given data. When
a data write request comes to a deduplication system, the
data is split into several chunks. The chunk will be hashed,
and the hashed value (i.e. chunk object ID) will be used
as the input key for the hash algorithm of the underlying
distributed storage system (i.e. chunk pool). As a result, if
two chunks have the same contents, their location in the
storage system is the same and it naturally removes the
duplicates (Double hashing).

4.4.1. Deduplication engine. Since, we choose the post-
processing deduplication, the engine is run by a background
thread. The background deduplication engine begins dedu-
plication with following steps.
(1) Find dirty metadata object which contains dirty chunks
from the dirty object ID list. Note that, all modification or
new write requests for an metadata object are logged into
the dirty object ID list. Figure 8 shows the dirty object ID
list.
(2) Find the dirty chunk ID from the dirty metadata object’s
chunk map. The dirty chunk is cached inside of the dirty
object.
(3) If the cache manager judges that the dirty chunk is dedu-
plication target, the deduplication engine checks whether the
chunk entry corresponding to the dirty chunk already has a
chunk object ID. If it has a chunk object ID, it is referenced
by some chunk object earlier. Therefore, the deduplication
engine sends old chunk object a de-reference message and
wait for its completion. Then, a chunk object is generated
and sent to the chunk pool. At the same time, chunk object
ID is re-evaluated according to its contents. If the dirty
chunk does not have a chunk object ID, the deduplication
engine generates a chunk object and send it to the chunk
pool.

(4) In the chunk pool, the chunk object generated in step 3
is placed in the underlying distributed storage system using
the hash algorithm.
(5) If there is no object at the location which is determined
by the hash algorithm, store the object with reference count
= 1. If there is an object already stored at the location, add
reference count information to the object.
(6) When the chunk write at the chunk pool ends, update
the metadata object’s chunk map. (Deduplication ends)

4.4.2. Deduplication rate control. The proposed post-
processing deduplication system requires additional storage
and network I/O (i.e. data transferring from metadata pool to
chunk pool). So, background deduplication can directly af-
fect on foreground I/O job. To minimize the interference by
the background deduplication job, we control deduplication
rate. Specifically, deduplication rate is controlled depends
on pre-defined watermark value. In order to do that, we
define low-watermark and high-watermark based on IOPS
or throughput. For example, If IOPS is higher than high-
watermark, a single deduplication I/O is issued per 500
foreground I/Os. And a single deduplication I/O is issued
per 100 foreground I/Os between low-watermark and high-
watermark. There is no I/O limitation if IOPS is lower than
low-watermark.

4.5. I/O Path
Write path: Basically, write path is similar with the

underlying distributed storage system because it is post-
processing deduplication. Detailed write steps are as fol-
lows.
(1) Client issues an object write request with object ID,
offset, size with data to the metadata pool.
(2) The hash algorithm in the distributed storage determines
the location of the new object according the object ID and
write the data. If the data size is less than the chunk size,
the missing part is pre-read from the stored chunk object
when cache bit is false and dirty bit is true.
(3) After the data is written in the data part of the object, a
chunk map is created in the metadata part of the object. At
the same time, chunk map entries are created and added to
the chunk map. However, the chunk ID is not determined
yet because it requires content based fingerprint hashing and
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Figure 9: Object transaction based consistency support.

it takes an additional latency. The cached bit and dirty bit
are set to true.
(4) Update the dirty object ID list for data deduplication.
(Write path ends)

Read path: Read path is slightly different from the
underlying distributed storage system since it needs to read
metadata and its chunk from metadata pool and chunk pool,
respectively. However, when a chunk is cached, the read
path is similar with the original distributed storage system.
Detailed explanation of read path is as follows.
(1) Client issues an object read request with object ID, offset
and size to the metadata pool.
(2) The hash algorithm in the metadata pool determines the
location of the requested object.
(3) Read the object’s chunk map to find the exact chunk.
(4) a. If the chunk is cached, then read the chunk from the
object’s data part and return the chunk to the client. (Cached
object read path ends)
(4) b. If the chunk is not cached, then read the chunk ID
and issue a read request to the chunk pool using the chunk
ID, an offset and a size. Finally, the object is returned to
the client (Non-cached object read path ends)

4.6. Consistency Model
Since the proposed model separates metadata and data,

consistency should be considered. In the proposed model,
data consistency is achieved by the transactional operation
of underlying storage system. Also, objects that reference
chunks are tracked. In this manner, we can preserve the
consistency correctly.

Figure 9 describes the consistency model step by step.
A client requests a write operation (1). The data is written
as the cached chunk and it’s state is changed by dirty
(2). These operations are a single transaction. Note that
the chunk state is stored as the object’s metadata. After
that, deduplication process is triggered and dirty objects are
found. These objects are flushed to chunk pool (3). Chunk
pool stores flushed data and reference count information
(pool id, source object ID, offset) as shown in (4). If the
object is already existed, just reference count information
will be added. Then, the deduplication result is sent (5),
which in turn the state of dirty object is changed by clean. If
failure occurs at (1), (2), the client can recognize the failure
of write operation because it receives an ack or write time-
out occurs. If failure occurs at (3), (4), chunk’s state is not
cleaned. Therefore, next deduplication process handles this
dirty chunk. If failure occurs at (5), a chunk is stored in the
chunk pool, but dirty state is not cleaned yet. In this case,
the right result will also be sent when deduplication process

is executed again. Since reference data is already stored in
the chunk pool, if reference data already exists, the ack is
sent without storing chunk and reference data.

The weak point of this model is the performance due to
synchronous operations and the overhead of metadata size.
For improving these weak points, we can use a technique
named false positive reference count which strictly locks on
increment but no locking on decrement [23]. However, this
approach needs additional garbage collection process.

5. Implementation Notes on Ceph
We implemented the proposed deduplication method on

top of Ceph.
Metadata pool and chunk pool support: Ceph sup-

ports tiering architecture and we can exploit the tiering to
support metadata pool and chunk pool. Since most modern
distributed storage systems support tiering architecture, it is
easy to port to other storage systems.

Object metadata: We can simply add the additional
metadata such as chunk map or reference counter using
the xattr field and the key value store in the Ceph object
metadata. Since modern distributed storage system supports
xattr field or other similar fields, we can easily apply the
proposed method into other storage systems. Each chunk
entry in chunk map uses 150 bytes. Also, the object in chunk
pool uses additional 64 bytes for reference and a map data
structure for referenced objects. However, if chunk size is
too small, such as 4KB, the number of reference objects and
the size of chunk map will also increase. Therefore, the per-
object space overhead also increases because Ceph’s object
has its own metadata at least 512 bytes.

Chunking algorithm: We apply static chunking algo-
rithm that uses a fixed size chunk because of its simple
implementation and low CPU overhead. Note that small
random write requires high CPU usage of around 60% to
80% on Ceph [40]. It is expected that if the CPU intensive
algorithm such as Contents Defined Chunking is applied,
the overall performance can be degraded because of CPU
limitation [32].

Cache management (hitset & bloomfilter): Cache
management is important for performance. We exploit the
HitSet in Ceph for LRU based Hot/Cold cache. HitSet sus-
tainably maintains recently accessed object set per second
and counts for each object access. If an access count for an
object is higher than pre-defined parameter Hitcount, then
the object is cached into the metadata pool. Since the HitSet
is stored in a storage, the in-memory bloomfilter is used for
existence checking.

6. Evaluation
6.1. Environment setup

We implemented the proposed method on Ceph 12.0.2.
For the experiment, a Ceph cluster is composed of four
server nodes and each server has Intel Xeon E5-2690 2.6Ghz
(12 cores) with 128GB of RAM and four SSDs (SK Hynix
480GB). Totally three client nodes are connected to the
cluster with 10GbE NIC. Each server runs four OSD dae-
mons configured with 2GB journal size and each OSD
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Figure 10: Performance of proposed post-processing deduplica-
tion (random write and random read). Bar indicates latency and
solid line indicates CPU usage.

runs on the XFS local filesystem. For the replicated pool,
replication factor is two. We configured static chunk size of
deduplication as 32KB. Our evaluation is based on Ceph’s
block storage service, but the performance of object and
file storage also would be similar because we implement
our proposed design based on Ceph RADOS, a core I/O
part that is common to all three storage systems.

6.2. Performance Comparison
6.2.1. Small Random Performance. Figure 10 shows the
small random performance of the 32KB chunk size system.
We measured the latency and CPU usage of random write
and read in 8KB block size on a single client using FIO (4
threads, 4 iodepth). Original shows the results of the existing
Ceph and Proposed shows the results of the proposed system
with deduplication rate control. Proposed-flush shows the
results when all data is written directly to the chunk pool,
and Proposed-cache shows the results when data is stored
in metadata pool first.

In the case of random write, Proposed ’s latency in-
creases up to 20% and CPU usage is doubled compared
to the existing case. This is because additional works are
required to complete I/O, such as writing metadata (i.e.
chunk map update), reading data for flush, generating fin-
gerprints, and transferring data to the network. Proposed-
flush’s shows the worst result among all the results since
the deduplication processing is executed immediately. Pro-
posed-cache shows similar performance to Original. This is
because its data exists in the metadata pool and only updates
to the chunk map occur.

In the case of random read, we compare the Original
case, Proposed case (the data in the chunk pool), and
Proposed-cache case (the data in the metadata pool). Since
the redirection is needed (the client issues I/O request →
the metadata pool forward client’s I/O request to the chunk
pool → the data is transferred from the chunk pool → the
client receives an ack), Proposed ’s latency is higher than
the others. It can be seen that the random read of cached
objects gives almost similar performance as Original.

6.2.2. Sequential Performance. Figure 11 is the result of
testing FIO 32KB, 64KB, and 128KB sequential perfor-
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Figure 11: Sequential performance of proposed post-processing
deduplication (read and write).

16KB 32KB 64KB
Ideal dedup. ratio (%) 46.4 44.8 43.7

Stored data (TB) 1.82 1.88 1.89
Stored metadata (GB) 163 82 41

Actual dedup. ratio (%) 41.7 42.4 43.3

TABLE 2: Deduplication ratio comparison based on chunk size
of 16KB, 32KB, and 64KB.

mance for 32k chunk size system. Throughput and latency
were measured in three 10Gbit clients. All read tests were
done after the data was flushed to the chunk pool.

In the case of read, performance is reduced by half
compared to Original when the block size is small. This is
because the overhead of redirection (from the metadata pool
to the chunk pool) increases in case of small block size (the
less latency is required). However, when the block size is
large, the overhead is relatively reduced. In the 128KB case,
32KB chunks are requested to the chunk pool in parallel, so
that both throughput and latency are improved. Ideally, the
read performance should be similar to the original. However,
due to fragmentation caused by deduplication [26] [27]
(sequential read becomes a random read), performance is
degraded. Our design can not completely remove this over-
head. However, with cache manager, serious performance
degradation will be prevented because hot object is handled
in the metadata pool.

The write performance is measured based on the high-
watermark value. Since the deduplication is performed at a
constant rate in the metadata pool, there is only limited per-
formance degradation compared to the original performance
regardless of the block size requested by the client.

6.3. Space Saving
Table 2 shows the results of deduplication ratio based on

the chunk size. The experiment is performed on our private
cloud shown in Section 2 and all the results are calculated
under excluding the redundancy caused by replication. Ideal
deduplication ratio means deduplication ratio of data only.
It can be observed that deduplication ratio gets lower as the
chunk size gets bigger. Actual deduplication ratio is calcu-
lated by including size of metadata appended to data. In the
proposed method, metadata for metadata objects and chunk
objects is additionally required as explained in Section 4.
The size of this additional metadata grows proportionally as
the chunk size becomes smaller. So, although the smallest
chunk size shows the highest data deduplication ratio, its
actual deduplication ratio is the lowest. On the other hand,
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Figure 12: SPEC SFS 2014 database workload evaluation. Proposed means proposed method with replication. Proposed-EC means
proposed method with EC. Y-axes for Latency and IOPS are logarithmic scale.

if the chunk size is large, the data deduplication ratio is
reduced, which reduces the overall deduplication ratio again.

6.4. Deduplication Synergy Effect with Storage
Features

6.4.1. High Availability with Deduplication. In this evalu-
ation, we show the detailed results on high availability using
database workload from SPEC SFS 2014 benchmark. A
client created a block device through the KRBD module and
then evaluated with this block device. For experiment, we set
replication scheme configured with replication factor of two
and erasure coding (EC) scheme configured with k=2, m=1.
The workload metric was set to 10, resulting in a total size
of 240GB files. Figure 12 shows various evaluation results
using SPEC SFS 2014. Note that the workload of SPEC
SFS is mixed with read, random read, and random write
simultaneously.

Performance: In Figure 12-(a), the total throughput is
similar in replication and the proposed method. However,
the throughput of EC and Proposed-EC are significantly
lower than those. Note that the database workload in SPEC
SFS 2014 issues fixed number of requests per second.
That’s why there is no difference between replication and
the proposed method. Figure12-(b) shows the total latency
result. Replication shows about 1.26 ms, while the Proposed
method shows to 4.1 ms due to the deduplication processing
overhead. In contrast, EC and Proposed-EC show latency of
2s.

Figure 12-(c) depicts IOPS result for the evaluation of
each operation. Similar to other results, the EC and the
Proposed-EC show low IOPS.

The latency for each operation can be seen in Figure
12-(d). In the case of EC random write, parity calculation is
required unlike replication, and read-modify-write according
to write size is required, which is slower than the result
of the Proposed method. In the case of read, it can be
seen that EC is relatively small in latency gap with the
proposed method due to influence of read-ahead and cache.
However, in case of random read, it is difficult to see
the effect of read-ahead or cache so that higher latency
occurs due to simultaneous reading of widely spread chunks
among several nodes. Therefore, the latency gap between the
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Figure 13: Combination with data compression. The proposed
method can combine with data compression features of underlying
storage system. Totally ten 8GB of Ubuntu Linux VM images are
used for the measurement.

Proposed and Proposed-EC was greater than in the case of
reading.

Storage Saving: Figure 12-(e) shows space usage under
evaluation using SPEC SFS 2014. The replication method
uses 428GB total, but for EC, 320GB was used. The
Proposed method used only 48GB. In SFS workload that
represents the real workload, the significant storage saving
by data deduplication can be observed.

Failed OSDs (#)
1 2 4

Original 68.04 71.35 81.77
Proposed 43.72 44.51 54.78

TABLE 3: 100GB data recovery time measurements (in seconds)
with respect to the increased number of failed OSDs.

6.4.2. Data Recovery Acceleration with Deduplication.
Table 3 shows the recovery time while removing and re-
adding the OSD on each node. The failed OSD indicates
the number of OSDs that have been removed and added in
order to simulate OSDs failure. Totally 100GB of data was
stored at 50% deduplication ratio using replication and the
recovery time was compared between the Proposed case and
Original case. In the case of applying Proposed , data size to
be recovered is 50% smaller than Original case due to data
deduplication. As a result, Proposed can make significant
benefit for the data recovery time.

6.4.3. Combination with Data Compression For Maxi-
mized Capacity Saving. One of the common ways to save
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storage space is data compression. Modern file systems such
as ZFS or Btrfs natively support this feature. Since a Ceph
node works on a local file system, a Ceph node can use data
compression feature. We can maximize storage saving with
data compression feature. For this experiment, we use Btrfs
for local filesystem. Figure 13 shows the combined result
of capacity reduction between replication, EC, compression
and deduplication. Totally ten 8GB of Ubuntu VM images
that are running in our private openstack cinder service. The
OS images are the same but user home data are different.
The x-axis represents the cumulative number of OS images
and the y-axis represents the total occupied space. Note that
the y-axis is logarithmic scale. Replication occupies 160GB
of space (8GB x 10 images x 2 replications). For EC, we
set 2+1 configuration that uses 2 disks for data and 1 disk
for reconstruction data. For EC 2+1, therefore, totally 120
GB are occupied. In the experiment, the actual footprint
when using the proposed data deduplication with replication
is approximately 2.2GB. In addition, when one VM image
is added to the cluster, only about 200MB is added. This
is because there is lots of redundant data between VMs
using the same OS. As depicted, EC + deduplication +
compression achieves maximum capacity saving.

6.5. Deduplication Rate Control
We could minimize the foreground I/O job interference

by background deduplication processing using deduplication
rate control (pre-defined high-watermark value is used).
Figure 14 shows throughput of a foreground thread that
issues sequential write while background deduplication job
is processing. When there is no deduplication (Ideal case-
green solid line) throughput goes around 500-600MB/s.
However, it significantly decreased to 200MB/s when a
background deduplication job is processing (black dotted
line). The proposed deduplication rate control shows almost
400-500MB/s even if there is a background deduplication
job (black solid line).

7. Related Works
HYDRAstor [35], HydraFS [36] designed a distributed

storage system that can deduplicate via content-addressed
and DHT similar to this paper. However, the following
points are different: First, in those papers, content-based
hash must be created in the client library or filesystem for
addressing. On the contrary, this study not only generates

hash by post-processing but also maintains the I/O path used
in existing shared-nothing storage system. Therefore, the
client does not cause latency due to hashing and can main-
tain the performance of underlying system by selectively
performing deduplication. Second, although [35] [36] de-
signed its own data placement and recovery function based
on DHT, in this paper, it is possible to make dedup data
based on existing object, so recovery and rebalance function
can be re-used. Therefore, a reliable service can be easily
applied. Third, the target of this paper is the existing shared-
nothing scale-out storage system which does not consider
deduplication. Fourth, [35] [36] mainly consider throughput
and are based on backup system. On the other hand, this
paper focuses on not only throughput but also latency for
primary storage.

Venti [21], Sean C. Rhea et al. [22] used the same
method in that it uses the fingerprint value generated from
data content as the OID. However, the following points
are different. First, because [21] manages metadata and
data separately, a mechanism for recovery and re-balance is
required. On the other hand, this paper treats both metadata
and data as objects, so it utilizes the recovery function of
existing storage. Second, [21] should generate the fingerprint
of the data content unconditionally in order to specify the
address, but this paper can gain the performance advantage
because it can store the data in the metadata pool and decide
to perform the deduplication selectively. Third, [21] is an
archival storage and it is used only for specific purposes with
low performance. However, in this paper, it can be applied
to existing block, file and object interface structure by
optimizing performance and ensuring consistency. Fourth,
existing CAS-based storage systems, including [21] [22]
are centralized and therefore sensitive to the performance
of the central server. However, in this paper, the scale-out
performance is guaranteed.

Austin T. Clements et al. [1] implemented deduplication
between VMFSs. They also propose the design without
metadata server. However, only the VMFS environment is
considered, not the distributed storage system, and the data
location is defined by defining a separate block mapping for
the VM image.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a global deduplication design

for current shared-nothing scale-out storage system, which
can be combined with existing storage features such as high
availability, data recovery while minimizing performance
degradation.
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